
Page-Turner Series is all about the Bible 
This guide is split up into two sections; activities for families 
and activities for adults; single or couple.   

Families are not confined to only family activities and adults are not 
confined to only adult activities.  You are welcome to do the activities that 
will give you the most benefit.  Additionally both sections will further be 
divided into three categories… 
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A 
QUICK GLANCE 

Family Movie 
“The God Who 

Speaks” A 
documentary about 

the Bible. Pg. 2 

90 Days 
Can you read the 

entire New 
Testament in 90 

days? Pg. 3 

Crossword 
Try the Bible puzzle 

Pg.6

CRAWL 
These activities are 

quick and can be done 
while doing other 

things.

1
WALK 

These activities require 
some time and are 

simple things to do.

2
RUN 

These activities require 
dedicated time and are 

more complex.
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A Guide for Families 
WALK 

CRAWL 

Quelf: If you have ever played the game Quelf 
you know about the Scatterbrainz cards.  The 
way these cards are played is that a category is 
chosen and going in a circle everyone says one 
thing in the category.  If they repeat an answer 
or take longer that 10 seconds to answer they 
are out.  So if that category is ‘condiments’ 
acceptable answers would be, ‘ketchup,’ 
‘mustard.’  So play this game with the 
categories of: Books of the Bible, Characters of 
the Bible, or use some categories that you come 
up with.   

Sing: There are so many songs about the books 
of the Bible. Head to YouTube and search for 
some of them.  Can you sing one of them and 
know all all the books of the Bible?  
 
Kahoot!: Kahoot! is a free website and app that 
allows you and up to 50 of your friends to play 
trivia games.  All you need is a computer, 
phone, or tablet for each player and one that all 
players can see.  On the device that all will be 
able to see you will need to create an account 
to host the game. All players can use the Kahoot 
App or go to kahoot.it.  Play one of the Bible 
trivia games that you find on the game. 

Random Bible Game: Select one person to be 
the reader. The reader will open the Bible to a 
random page and read one verse.  Everyone 
else will guess what book of the Bible that verse 
came from.  Pick a new person to read after 
each turn.  

WALK 

Movie Night: Gather everyone together, get 
some popcorn and some drinks.  Watch the 

documentary, 
The God Who 
Speaks is a 90-
minute 
documentary 
that traces the 
evidence of the 
Bible’s 
authority 
through 
interviews with 
some of the 
world’s most 
respected 
biblical 
scholars. This 

film answers common objections about the 
Bible’s reliability and equips believers to 
confidently base their lives on the power of 
God’s Word. You can find the documentary for 
free on YouTube or you can get the DVD at 
thegodwhospeaks.org 

Page Turner Calendar:  On page 7 inside this 
packet you will find a small image for every 
activity in this packet.  Cut out the images and 
stick them on a calendar on the days you would 
like to do them. After you fill in your calendar 
with the activities, fill in all or some of the 
blank calendar spaces with at least one Bible 
verse for each blank day. Use the calendar every 
day, such as at dinner time.  

Bible App: YouVersion Bible and Through The 
Word are both phone apps that help you get 
into the word everyday.  I would recommend 
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http://kahoot.it
http://thegodwhospeaks.org


starting with the “Bible Project Biblical 
Overview” in the YouVersion Bible App or the 
“Journey 2 The Big Picture” in the Through the 
Word app. These studies are helpful in getting 
started in a habit of reading the Bible daily.  

RUN 

90 Days: There are 260 chapters in the New 
Testament.  If you read 3 chapters of the NT 
everyday for 90 days you will have read the 
entire NT.  That is your challenge to complete. 
Can you do it?  Join the NT in 90 Days 
challenge on the YouVersion Bible app to help 
you stay on track. 

BibleProject: The Bible Project has tons of free 
video based Bible lessons for you to use.  They 
have videos based on themes, words studies, 
book overviews and much more.  Take some 
time and watch a few of the video together.   
They are very well done and informative.  
Check out bibleproject.com 

Family Devotional: Bring your family together 
and enjoy a shared, daily experience of the 

Bible. Each day of this devotional includes a 
short Bible reading along with thoughts and 
questions that open up the scriptures and spark 
conversation. Written by Steve and Bekah Legg, 
who parent a blended family with six children, 
this fun and accessible devotional speaks to all 
ages. Over 12 weeks, explore Bible stories, 
biblical truths and key characters - and draw 
closer to God, and each other, through His 
Word. 
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http://bibleproject.com


A Guide for Adults 
Please take a look at the family activities and 
feel free to do any of them that you wish.  We 
have included a few more activities just for 
adults. 

CRAWL 

Bible Crossword: There is a Bible crossword 
puzzle on page 6.  Go check it out.  The 
answers are right here if you need help… 

WALK 

Bible Verse of the Day: They say that it takes 
two months to form a habit.  So About 60 days.  
There are Bible reading plans called power 

reading.  So in 60 days you would read the 
entire Bible.  That is a big challenge and 
something we can work towards.  For now let’s 
just try starting with one bible verse a day for 
60 days and once it becomes a habit you can 
increase the amount you read. Check out 
verseoftheday.com and read the verse each 
day! 

RUN 

SOAP Journal:  Grab a pen and paper and 
practice this Bible study tool.  SOAP stands for, 
scripture, observation, application, and prayer.  
First, we read a passage of scripture. Then, we 
pick out a particular verse – or group of verses – 
that was especially meaningful to us. We write 
that verse at the top of our journal pages. Next, 
we make observations about the verse. For this 
portion, we focus on facts. Answering the usual 
who, what, where, when, why, and how 
questions to help us figure out what God may 
be teaching us based on the context of the 
scripture. Third, we talk about how what we’ve 
learned applies to us and how we can put it into 
practice in our lives. Finally, we write out our 
prayer based on what we’ve learned. The kids 
have the option of either writing out their 
prayer or jotting down ideas they want to be 
praying about. For my personal journal, I write 
out my prayer.  If you don’t already try 
journaling a few times each week 
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Across: 1 Shekel, 4 Appeared, 10 Ephesians, 11 Cubit, 12 Rare, 13 
Meditation, 15 Raisins, 16 Nathan, 19 Agreed, 21 Torches, 23 
Atonements, 25 Baal, 27 Glean, 28 Millstone, 29 Teachers, 30 Rashly. 

Down: 1 Shearers, 2 Exhorting, 3 East, 5 Passion, 6 Enchanters, 7 
Rabbi, 8 Doting, 9 Bakers, 14 Nineteenth, 17 Ashtaroth, 18 Psaltery, 
20 Dreamer, 21 Tittle, 22 Taught, 24 Omega, 26 Asia. 

http://verseoftheday.com


Announcements 
As you are going through this guide it is the 
hope that you will open up spiritual 
conversations with your family and with others.  
As this happens questions may arise that you 
are not sure how to answer.  This is okay and in 
fact it’s a great opportunity for you to grow.  In 
the case of spiritual questions I would 
encourage you to reach out to faith leaders as 
opposed to your own research.  Online you can 
find hundreds of ways to answer a single 
question and most of them are wrong.   

If someone asks you a spiritual question that 
you don’t know, just tell them that you do not 
know.  Also say this would be a great question 
for a pastor, let’s go ask together.  Always take 
your question to scripture.   

NEXT SERIES 

Our next series will start November 14th. The 
theme will be ‘Generosity.’ 

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES 

Most of us use social media now.  This is a great 
way to share your faith with someone.  Talk 
about the activities that you are doing in this 
packet on social media.  Show others that you 
are putting your faith first! 
 
If you take photos while doing any of these 
activities, we want to see them! Send them to 
the church by email.  
Zac.schwartz@born.church 
You can also tag Born Church on your Facebook 
posts. 
 
Any photos you send may be used for 
promotional purposes.   
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QUELF SING KAHOOT RANDOM BIBLE

BIBLE APP MOVIE NIGHT 90 DAYS BIBLE PROJECT

CALENDAR FAMILY DEVO CROSSWORD VERSE OF THE DAY

SOAP
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